Soviet Union calls out reserves to quell riots

LOS ANGELES (AP) — President operators Raymond Buckey and his mother were acquitted Thursday of 52 child molestation in a landmark trial.

Buckey, a 63-year-old mother, Peggy McMartin, and his 39-year-old wife, Gretchen, are 1988 graduates of Notre Dame and a visiting professor of sociology. The districts are beginning to rise. We have programs all over the country that tell children to run and tell when somebody hurts them, and our children. Some of them spent 35 days on the stand and they got a 'not guilty.' It shows that our justice system needs a reform for kids.

"I know my children were molested. I had my daughter sleep between my husband and I for a whole year because she would k ill her, because she would not have been surprised at any decision the jury made."
Arrival of baby marks end of uncle's reign

Ah, the miracle of birth. No, Mom. I don’t have any surprises for you, I’m just mentioning my first niece, Ashley. The pregnancy was a hot topic around the O’Brien household almost from the moment of conception.

For the past nine months, our family conversations centered around such pressing questions as, “Is Diane showing yet?” or “How much do you wanna bet that Vince pukes in the delivery room?”

Everybody in the family seemed to find this baby thing exciting, except, of course, me.

The prospect of having a little blob running around the house during family dinners signified only one thing to me: the end of my reign as “baby of the family.”

Even though I’m a college sophomore and a big time journalist at The Observer, my mom took me aside and introduced me as her “baby.” This is generally embarrassing because most people equate “baby of the family” with “bad breath,” which is exactly correct.

Any little brat who becomes the baby of the O’Brien family will steal my thunder.

So, while I awaited the coming of this little demon with anguish, I was a little caught up in the excitement. I even participated in the baby pool my dad started. Put in two bucks and predict the date of birth and sex of the little tyke and you might win $120.

Not even the entrance of a new life into the world was uninterrupted by gambling, but then again 15 bucks is 15 bucks. I became alarmed when my brother entered the pool. Somebody like Pete Rose betting on his own games, huh?

Finally, the day came.

My sister-in-law called the labor “easy.”

My sister-in-law was nine days late when my mom woke me at 4 a.m. to call me Uncle John. She was really excited, but I was more concerned with why, if the kid was already nine days late, couldn’t it wait until say, noon, after I had showered and eaten breakfast?

They came time to go to the hospital and see the little bugger. They said she was a beautiful baby, but they say that about every baby, most of which look like potatoes.

But Ashley turned out pretty well. She was pretty big for a 10-pound, 7-ounce potato. My sister-in-law called the baby herself. Pete Rose must have been on his own games.

The pregnancy was a big time journalism assignment at The Observer, my dad started. Put in two bucks and predict the date of birth and sex of the little tyke and you might win $120.

So, Ashley, welcome to the family. You’ve got a tough act to follow, but stick with Uncle John and you’ll do all right.
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Hundreds of Illegal Central American immigrants are being released from detention centers in South Texas because they are running out of space, say immigration officials. Immigration attorneys had speculated that detainees were being released because the government expected an influx of refugees from war-torn El Salvador. But immigration attorneys had speculated that detainees were being released because the government expected an influx of refugees from war-torn El Salvador. But immigration attorneys had speculated that detainees were being released because the government expected an influx of refugees from war-torn El Salvador.

An air collision killing one person and injuring another occurred when an Eastern Airlines jet landing in Atlanta sheared off the top of a twin-engine aircraft that touched down just before it Thursday evening. The casualties were the fourth and fifth in a series of air collisions in the past five years.

The USS Iowa and New Jersey, two of the Navy’s four battleships, may be mothballed as a cost-cutting maneuver in the next Pentagon budget, Defense Department officials said Thursday at a Washington, D.C., news conference that “there is no connection between anyone who is released and any anticipation of a need for space because of the possible influx of Central Americans.”

The arrest of former President of Ecuador Leon Febres Cordero must be held in prison in Quito but also said the decision can be appealed. The court order was provisional. It said Febres Cordero must be held in prison in Quito but also said the decision can be appealed. The court order was provisional.

Small hours of discount calling will be offered by the AT&T long-distance network on Valentine’s Day to make amends for recent problems in long-distance calling. A major consumer group said Thursday it will ask the Federal Communications Commission to investigate this week’s outage on the long-distance network to see if Monday’s problems were caused by AT&T test calls to maximize profits under a new incentive-based regulatory plan.

Benefits of expensive asbestos removal programs in schools and other buildings were questioned by researchers Thursday, who said there is little evidence that low-level exposure in such circumstances is a health hazard. The report in Science magazine said that while most of the health concerns from asbestos stem from studies involving past occupational exposure, there is no data to show similar risks to individuals exposed to airborne asbestos among the general public.
Arson not cause of fire at St. Michael’s

By BRADLEY GALKO
News Writer

Arson has been ruled out as a possible cause of the Saint Michael’s Laundry fire that occurred in the early morning hours of November 16.

Assistant Vice-President for Business Affairs James Lyphout said that fire investigators have also ruled out any electrical cause of the blaze.

“They’re still looking at some chemicals,” said Lyphout, “they think the cause is some kind of chemical reaction or spontaneous combustion.”

Lyphout said he was “a little surprised” at the length of time required to determine the cause of the fire, but he said that the delay could be caused in part by the possibility of an indeterminate cause. “It is possible,” he said, “there may never be a definitive cause.”

To accommodate students’ increased demand for washers and dryers on campus, the University has added 12 of each in Rockne Memorial. 20 of each in the former hand room in the back of Washington Hall, and 9 washers and 8 dryers each to Grace and Flanner Towers.

The number of machines on campus is not the only thing that has increased since the Saint Michael’s fire, so has the price of doing laundry. A single wash cycle used to cost 85 cents and a dryer cycle 35 cents. They now cost one dollar and 50 cents, respectively.

Lyphout said this price increase is not a result of the increased demand for the machines caused by the fire. “That’s just a price increase that would have happened anyway,” he said.

Robert Watkins, director of materials and management purchasing, was unable to be reached for comment on the price increase.
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Former Bulgarian leader arrested

SOFIA, Bulgaria (AP) — Former leader Todor Zhivkov was put under house arrest and charged with abuse of power and inciting ethnic unrest during his 34-year reign, the government-run news agency BTA reported Thursday.

The state agency also said opposition talks with the ruling Communists broke down Thursday over access to Bulgaria’s broadcasting networks.

The prosecutor-general’s office issued a warrant for the deposed dictator, who was toppled in a November uprising, charging Zhivkov with malfeasance in office, inciting ethnic hostility and misuse of state property.

The 78-year-old Stalinist was not jailed, according to BTA, but was instead put under guard at an undisclosed location.

That makes him the second East Bloc leader now under official investigation for abuses disclosed by the upheavals that have convulsed Eastern Europe. Former East German party leader Erich Honecker, now hospitalized, faces a charge of high treason.

The charges against Zhivkov indicate he is being personally blamed by his reformist Communist successors for the nation’s severe ethnic and economic problems.

Zhivkov was the author of so-called “Bulgarianization,” the persecution and forced assimilation of the nation’s 1.5 million ethnic Turks and other native Bulgarian Muslims, known as Pomaks.

After his ouster, Zhivkov was accused of corruption when it was revealed he had maintained at least 30 holiday and hunting retreats throughout this poor Balkan nation.

Zhivkov’s often-violent forced assimilation policy banned Moslem religious practices and required ethnic Turks and Muslims to forsake their own names and take Bulgarian ones.

More than 300,000 ethnic Turks emigrated to Turkey to escape the harsh Bulgarianization campaign, but about 80,000 later returned, citing lack of jobs and housing in Turkey.

The talks with the reformist government of party chief Petar Mladenov have foundered over the government’s refusal to allow the opposition to use the electronic media to spread its democratic message throughout this mostly rural nation in advance of promised national elections.

“We are left with the impression that the delegation of the official authorities has no intention to carry out serious negotiations,” said the Union of Democratic Forces, the umbrella grouping of opposition organizations, according to a statement carried by BTA.

Western diplomats said if the opposition and government尼斯 groups come to agreement on their differences, another negotiating session is likely Jan. 22.

Earlier this week, the Communist Party agreed to allow the opposition to publish its own newspaper and promised it office space.

Faced with the plummeting fortunes of the Communist Party in other Eastern European states, Bulgaria’s Communists appear to be trying to preserve as much power as possible, and their total control of radio and television is key to that power.

The government-run media continues to attack opposition leaders in a clear attempt to discredit them with any potential electorate.
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ing in Moscow. "We are now busy trying to keep this process to prevent it from going deeper and getting more acute," Gorbachev said in comments broadcast on state radio. "We have resorted to the use of army against criminals, against this vandalism." It was not clear whether the Kremlin intended to impose the curfew in Baku and other parts of Azerbaijan, or if Yavuz expected the Azerbaijani authorities to do it.

Moscow of the Azerbaijani People's Front said Thursday they had warned Moscow that if a curfew or martial law were imposed on Baku they would launch a general strike in the strategic oil center.

On Wednesday, the 29,000 troops already in Azerbaijan and the republic of Armenia were authorized to shoot if necessary to stop the bitter fighting in the hills around the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh, according to Soviet military.

Foreign reporters were barred from travel to the region. In Nagorno-Karabakh, a largely Armenian enclave inside Azerbaijan, officials expanded an existing curfew by two hours Thursday, said Tass, the official Soviet news agency.

The military contingent in Nagorno-Karabakh also ordered unregistered organizations dissolved, Tass said.

Yevgeny Primakov, a top-ranking Soviet legislator, confronted a mass anti-government demonstration outside the Azerbaijan Communist Party headquarters in Baku and said the riots had to stop. The demonstrators called for the liquidation of Soviet power in Azerbaijan and the resignation of the Azerbaijani leadership, reported Interfax, a newswire service of Radio Moscow.

Soviet authorities sent 5,000 army troops into Azerbaijan Tuesday. Interfax said Thursday there are also 24,000 Interior Ministry troops in the two southern republics 1,250 miles southeast of Moscow.

Extremists in Azerbaijan have blockaded highways, interrupting the movement of troops and halted 136 freight trains, including three carrying military equipment, Interfax said.

Yerevan, the Armenian capital, was reported to be running out of fuel because of the Azerbaijani blockade. Armenians countered with a blockade of Nakhchivan, an Azerbaijani enclave inside Armenia, Interfax said.

Yavuz said more troops were needed because the area was so large and the "people in literally every house and all populated areas have been roused by these events," according to Radio Moscow. Yavuz did not specify how many reserve soldiers had been called up. He said men were being called up from "neighboring regions," but did not specify. Tass said the men had recently completed their compulsory military service.

Yavuz said he understood reservists would be unhappy about his move but emphasized that they are not going with "the task of killing, shooting, going onto some offensive. It is principally to protect public order."

He said the reservist call-up was needed in part because recent cuts under Gorbachev's plan to slash the nation's armed forces by 500,000 men have depleted the forces that can be moved to the Caucasus. Extremists besieged the Interior Ministry department in the town of Masali for two hours, Interfax reported.

"Hundreds of trucks with Armenian militants patrol the border" with the Lachin and Kubatin regions of Azerbaijan, Interfax said, and troops have been reinforced.

Interfax also said thousands also rallied in Nakhchivan on Wednesday to protest plans to rebuild border defenses and string barbed wire along the middle of the Araks River, the border with Iran.

Hundreds of Azerbaijanis have crossed the river illegally in recent weeks to visit relatives and demand removal of the border barriers.

Detailing the difficulties facing units sent to the Caucasus, Radio Moscow said one transport plane arriving with troops had been immediately seized by Armenians fearing the fighting who demanded to be flown to safety.

A young Chilean girl waves a flag from a car window after the government recognized the victory of opposition candidate Patricio Aylwin, who will take office March 11, as the first democratic president in 15 years.
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SPACE SHUTTLE RETURNS AFTER RESCUE MISSION

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) — Columbia headed for a pre-dawn landing Friday to end a 10-day shuttle mission in which the astronauts rescued a falling laboratory that will help scientists design spaceships of the future.

The five shuttle crew members spent their last full day in orbit testing the shuttle’s flight control systems and storing their gear and experiments, then said good-bye to Mission Control and went to bed early Thursday afternoon. They planned to wake up later Thursday to prepare for a landing at 2:55 a.m. PST Friday on the concrete runway at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.

Although some snow fell on the base Thursday, it melted by late morning and NASA said the weather was predicted to be acceptable for touchdown.

"It’s nice, it’s sunny. We’ve got a few high clouds," said Nancy Lovato, a NASA spokeswoman at the Mojave Desert base. "We had expected things to improve dramatically during the day and they did."

Flight director Bill Reeves in Houston said "the only concern in the morning (Friday) is the potential for fog." Flight rules dictate that visibility be seven miles at landing.

If the shuttle cannot land as planned, there are several options for Columbia, including a touchdown about a half hour later Friday or a landing Saturday at Edwards.

Recent bad weather, combined with the nighttime landing, prompted NASA officials to discourage spectators from trying to get to the base to watch the touchdown.

ANC ADMITS IT MAY HAVE TO NEGOTIATE WITH S. AFRICA

LUSAKA, Zambia (AP) — The African National Congress on Thursday conceded it could not step up insurgent actions inside South Africa, and said it may have to prepare for negotiations with the white-led government in Pretoria.

"The armed struggle must continue but looking at our situation realistically we must admit that we do not have the capacity within our country to intensify the struggle in any meaningful way," said ANC secretary-general Alfred Nzo.

Addressing the first session of a three-day gathering of the ANC national executive committee, Nzo said the black guerrilla group risked being "caught off balance" by political reforms introduced by President F.W. de Klerk.

South Africa's government was pushing ahead with reforms at a speed designed to outmaneuver the ANC and activists campaigning against the apartheid system of racial separation, Nzo said.

"We must break new ground and keep the initiative firmly in our hands," he said. "Unless we act quickly we will surrender the initiative to Pretoria."

The movement began a campaign of bombing and sabotage attacks in 1961. Outlawed in South Africa, the ANC has repeatedly said it will not negotiate with de Klerk until its jailed leader Nelson Mandela is released, the organization is legalized, political trials are halted and troops are withdrawn from black townships.

Nzo said the Lusaka meeting will review developments in South Africa and focus on the expected release within weeks of Mandela and his future role in the organization.
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He also said legislation was needed to prevent such lengthy proceedings in the future.

Asked if the state owes the defendants an apology, Pounders said no. He calculated that only 30 percent of the time consumed in the case was devoted to the prosecution.

"The length of the trial was due primarily to the defense rather than the prosecution," he said.

Prosecutor Lael Rubin said, "We ultimately must respect the jury's decision even though we voted to the prosecution."

"I cannot be forgotten or over­looked in terms of what they have had to endure in the kind of system we presently have." District Attorney Ira Reiner also said judicial reform was needed.

"Insane is the word that comes to mind... We need two things — move cases with trial much more rapidly and through the court more rapidly," he said.

Rubin said she would consult with parents in the case before deciding whether to refile charges against Buckery on the 13 deadlock counts.

Pounders was the first to see the 52 sealed verdicts, which absolved the defendants of an array of child sexual abuse allegations involving rape, sodomy and fondling.

The conspiracy count alleged that Buckery and his mother conspired to commit an as­sortment of lewd and lascivious acts on children under 14 years old.

"This is somebody else's sys­tem," complained parent Bob Curry. "In baseball, it's never over till it's over. In child mo­lestation, and this is a good ex­ample of it, it's never over when it's over."

The jury spent nine weeks del­iberating on the charges against the Buckeries, who were accused of molesting 11 chil­dren over five years at the fam­ily-owned school in suburban Manhattan Beach.

"You have endured where all else has failed," the judge told jurors. "There is really no way I can thank you for your ser­vice." When he announced, "You are excused from further jury service," the panelists broke into shouts and applause.

In interviews in the court­room afterward, the jurors said they believed some of the children were molested, but the prosecution never established that the defendants were re­sponsible.

They also said parents' fears and the techniques of psycholo­gists who interviewed the stu­dents may have planted ideas in the children's heads.

"I believe that the children believed what they were saying was true in the courtroom," said juror Brenda Williams. At the Children's Institute Interna­tional, where psychologists con­ducted taped interviews with the children, she said, "I could not tell from watching the tape that the children were telling what actually happened to them or if they were repeating what their parents told them."

As for the pressures on the jury, Ms. Williams said, "There were days when I didn't know if I could stand it anymore... I think it's going to be very hard getting back into the real world."

A single scream was heard in the crowded courthouse hall­way when the verdicts were read. An unidentified woman wept into her hands and an­other looked distressed.

Friends or relatives shielded the women from TV cameras. "They're making a big mis­take," said Chris Collins, 18, who as a child was a student at McMartin Pre-School, but wasn't one of the children in­volved in the abuse allegations. "When I woke up this morning I thought they would be going to jail the next day. The justice system has let us down."

Buckery, who was released on $1.5 million bail in February, and his mother, free on $295,000 bail, were required to stand trial after an 18-month preliminary hearing. But five teachers who worked at the preschool had charges against them dismissed. Among those were Buckery's sister, Peggy Ann, and his grandmother, Vi­gilia McMartin, who founded the once prestigious but now defunct nursery school.

More than 1,000 pieces of ev­i­dence were introduced, and 124 witnesses testified.

The case began in August 1983 when Judy Johnson, mother of a child at the school, told the Manhattan Beach po­lice department's sex abuse and juvenile investigator that her son's bottom was red and that he had spoken of a man named Ray who worked at the school. Letters were sent alerting par­ents to check their children for signs of molestation.

**********
**Changing world demands shift in U.S. attitude**

By S.P. Udayakumar

The 80s have drawn to a grotesque close with fantastic changes which none of us held would never happen in our lifetime.

The large-scale changes made with such rapidity and painlessly in the former Communist countries case make us wonder whether what we see around us is true. It seems like a dream, a Notre Dame professor noted in a government class that if a Ph.D. student, while defending his dissertation, had mentioned last August that East Germany would go free and the people there would dance on the Berlin Wall, she by all means would have been taken as a crazy dreamer.

One after the other, Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslovakia and Romania have thrown away the authoritarian Communist system. The Catholic church has been legalized in Ukraine; Lithuania and Latvia have turned down the Communist party's monopoly on power in the Soviet Union. Bulgaria, which used to coerce the Turkish Muslim minority into not having Muslim names, has suddenly changed its attitude.

The winds of change are in no way restricted only to Eastern Europe. Pakistan, a traditional militant state, has seen the resurgence of democracy. The largest democracy, India, kicked out the corrupt government and voted into power a true democratic group headed by Jawaharlal Nehru from the Congress party's Commu-

nist-style distention. Iran witnessed the death of an unreasonable man, and the other men of his class, Qaddafi and Khomeini, have been less vigorous lately.

A wave of democratic elections swept across the globe, singeing the Arab world and reaching Chile. It would not be, however, an exaggeration to say that the new decade is going to change the course of human history, for, let us foresee a better, freer and more peaceful world.

However, there are three more perplexing factors of resistance to change that the democratic mind has to overcome in its peaceful march towards reform and revolution.

The ongoing changes in the Communist world and the collapse of the so-called "proletarian dictatorships" opened a severe chill through the spine of the Third World Communist clients. In fact, the "companions" of Benin who have abolished Marxism-Leninism as the official ideology of the state and vowed to introduce "a healthy political climate." The call by Benin's "peoples' Democratic Republic" of Yemen is seriously pursuing a possible merger with the non-Communist North Yemen. As a result of "Aden's revolution," Yemen has a perestroika equivalent, nothing seems to have changed in that Communist bastion.

The murderous gang in China headed by Deng Xiaoping and Castro (Cuba), Ramiz Ali (Albania), Mengistu Haile Mariam (Ethiopia), Kim Il Sung (North Korea), and Nguyen Van Linh (Vietnam) still dream that they can fool their people even longer despite the unremarkable death of Guevara, who boasted just a few days before his trial and execution that Romania would never abandon Communism. The truth of the matter is the wind has already been taken out of their sails, and the world is to witness the downfall one by one.

The second resisting group consists of hopelessly indocenated and prejudiced maniacs like the "right" and South Africa, Zionist Israel, fundamentalist "Islamic republic" rotators of the Middle East and South Asia, the "one party democrats" of Africa, the elite class' puppet rulers like Crisistiani of El Salvador and the militarists. They do fantasize that they are stable, that power is consolidated in their hands and that their blind ideologies are going to last long. Actually, it is only a matter of time before the "Sword of Damocles" which they hang over their heads falls on them and finishes off their tyranym.

The most unfortunate resistance camp is the West, led by the United States. This camp obviously feels that it has finally emerged victorious in the "ideological warfare" with the Communist bloc and can now indulge in its future role as the "world's big brother.." Washington's self-assumed future-role has started to rear its ugly head in the form of high-handed behavior. Panamanian President Noriega's latest visit to the US while we rejoice at the removal of Noriega from the international political scene, we also feel obliged to ponder who created this new phenomenon.

The U.S. administration's double-standard behavior also comes to mind. Nortega was a CIA "freedom-fighter," but when Washington denounced him, he became a drug baron and thug. Elaine Sciolino wrote in the New York Times on Jan. 4, 1990 about the "differing standards" Washington adopts on "protecting American lives." She highlighted the U.S. administration's muted response to the killing of two nuns (one of whom was a U.S. citizen) by the leftist guerrillas. However, more than a year later, when the invasion of Panama as a reaction to the slaying of an American marine there, the Bush-Quayle double-standard stance of consciousness and cynicism towards the winds of change is single-minded at least in one thing emerging as the "world emperor" by keeping all the present double-standard policies and programs intact. Washington cannot and should not resist the winds of change. If it does not change its international political behavior, "communism with a human face" may look even more appealing to the world states.

The 90s emerge with strong winds of change which carry a clear and loud message: Do not try to walk before, for the world may not follow you. Do not try to walk behind, for the world may not lead you. Walk side by side, hand-in-hand towards the common goal and shared dream; you all will have a great future.

S.P. Udayakumar is a graduate student in the Institute for International Peace Studies.

---

**LETTERS**

**GSU resolves to boycott Coca-Cola**

**Dear Editor,**

On Dec. 7, 1989, the Graduate Student Council passed the following resolution, GSC 89-90.1. It was resolved.

That the Graduate Student Union will join the Coca-Cola boycott, rather than "support" it. This means that the GSU will not purchase Coca-Cola products or any of its functions.

That the GSU will send letters to the Notre Dame Board of Trustees expressing dismay with the Board's present policy of "supporting American lives." We believe that this fact should be put to the Graduate Student Council. The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the magazine.

---

**DOONESBURY**

**GARRY TRAHEADU**

**QUOTE OF THE DAY**

"The happiest people are those who discover that what they should be doing and what they are doing are the same thing."
The Yorks and the Lancasters fought the Wars of the Roses for decades, engaging in bitter battles for the throne of 16th century England.

Barbara and Oliver Rose, in Danny DeVito's new black comedy, "The War of the Roses," celebrate their violent feud to less than a year. "They met great," says Gavin D'Amato (Danny DeVito). Oliver is struggling with his way through the North Hills high school and Barbara is attending college on a gymnastics scholarship. Their love is cut short when a near-miss heart attack is actually a near death experience Oliver's supposed death amazes at the wave of happiness Oliver's supposed death amazes at the wave of happiness.

Meanwhile, Barbara is all too aware of happiness Oliver's supposed death amazes at the wave of happiness.

Kurt's courage and optimism with a husband who has taken her for granted for too long and excuse her decidedly violent streak. Michael Douglas is also on the mark in his portrayal of Oliver, an imperious, confused husband who retaliates for his wife's actions but never quite understands what has driven her to such extremes. Danny DeVito provides the right mixture of humor, common sense and sarcasm as Gavin D'Amato, whom he portrays with his usual wit and flair.

"War of the Roses" should be enjoyed as a satirical commentary on relationships gone wrong and a strong statement about the extravagantly malicious divorce cases splashed across the pages of today's tabloids.

Audience members who take a serious view of the Roses' situation will undoubtedly lose faith in humanity. Those who are able to appreciate the film's outrageous black comedy will delight in Oliver and Barbara's growing nastiness with amusement and will view the film as it should be understood: as a wonderfully evil, entertaining film with strong satirical overtones. "War of the Roses" is an unforgettable experience, creatively conceived, innovatively produced and irrefutably executed.

The Weiss family is full of musical talent. His older brother played during their time in a jazz ensemble at Xavier of Ohio and his father played in the Pitt band. Kurt chose a particular wish, because he wanted it to be something in which the entire family could partake. Kurt's mother said, "It is a critical of Kurt that his wish included the whole family.

Kurt was amazed and delighted that he could do something for his family when he found out that he had granted his wish. Kurt sent a letter in September to the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Western Pennsylvania expressing his wish. Daniel Augustine, the wish coordinator for the foundation, said, "We told him we can make most miracles happen, but Notre Dame getting to a football game was out of our hands.

Once Notre Dame received the Orange Bowl bid, the foundation could carry out all the detailed planning so that Kurt and his family could enjoy themselves in Florida. Judith Augustine said, "We try to make every wish as magical as we possibly can."

In "The War of the Roses," a new comedy directed by Danny DeVito, pitch from his client's wife and toe, Barbara Rose (Kathleen Turner), with a husband who has taken her for granted for too long and excuse her decidedly violent streak. Michael Douglas is also on the mark in his portrayal of Oliver, an imperious, confused husband who retaliates for his wife's actions but never quite understands what has driven her to such extremes. Danny DeVito provides the right mixture of humor, common sense and sarcasm as Gavin D'Amato, whom he portrays with his usual wit and flair.

"War of the Roses" should be enjoyed as a satirical commentary on relationships gone wrong and a strong statement about the extravagantly malicious divorce cases splashed across the pages of today's tabloids.

Audience members who take a serious view of the Roses' situation will undoubtedly lose faith in humanity. Those who are able to appreciate the film's outrageous black comedy will delight in Oliver and Barbara's growing nastiness with amusement and will view the film as it should be understood: as a wonderfully evil, entertaining film with strong satirical overtones. "War of the Roses" is an unforgettable experience, creatively conceived, innovatively produced and irrefutably executed.

The chemotherapy had already killed the cancer. Kurt's mother said, "This was the best answer to all our prayers." Kurt's prognosis is good and his chemotherapy will end in the spring. Kurt's courage and optimism has allowed him to surmount the obstacles that he faces. Before leaving Miami, Kurt told the band, "I'll be back."
January, 1990

Notre Dame 21, Colorado 6
POLLs PASS ON ND, pick Miami No.1

By THERESA KELLY  
Sports Editor

What’s the problem?  
Notre Dame was proclaimed the college football national  
champion after defeating Col-  
orado in the Orange Bowl.  

Based on total wins, winning  
percentage, strength of sched-  
ule, most wins over bowl teams  
and most quality road wins, the  
Irish were proclaimed National  
Champions by The College  
Football Fanatics of Milwau-  
kee.

Forget the AP and UPI polls. The popular vote went to the  
Irish. Or at least, the Notre  
Dame fans were the most vocal. An  
overswelling 56 percent of  
callers to an ABC poll during the  
Sugar Bowl voted Notre Dame No.1. (A comparison to Mi-  
ami’s 26 percent Miami fans  
didn’t bother to call in.) They  

knew they had a lock in the  
polls that counted.

Which just goes to show that  
Notre Dame fans are more  

willing to pay 95 cents for a  
phone call to prove a point...a  
point well taken, but not by the  
pollsters.

The 66-odd sportswriters and  
“college football analysts” who  
determine the Associated Press  
poll defined the system by plac-  
ing the greatest emphasis on  
timeliness. If Notre Dame has  
an overwhelming 56 percent of  
callers on their side, then the  
results must be more than  
suggestive. It’s not a mere  
coincidence that Notre Dame  
beat Florida State, the polls  
were out, and the Associated  
Press poll went to the Irish.  

However, it’s not a wise move  
to consider polls to be the  
ultimate arbiter of the sports  
world. A simple point to make  
about polls is that they’re not  
the final word, and that’s  
point well taken, but not by the  

pollsters. When asked if  
they could think of a reason  
why Miami should be the  
national champion, the color-  
ful and tradition-obsessed,  
“never-back-down” Notre Dame  
coaches replied, “Well, the  
whole thing is bigger than  
Miami and Florida State.”

The hallmark of a national  
championship is the ability of a  
champion to play the best  
possible teams and play them  
hard. The Miami Hurricanes  
didn’t have a bad game that year.  
They didn’t lose a game, and  
when they played the greatest  
teams of the year, they didn’t  

make excuses for their  
losses. They didn’t have the  
“Notre Dame excuse,” which is  
the one Miami fans more often  

heard than Notre Dame fans.  

Another point to consider  
is the Associated Press  
poll. The Associated Press  

pollsters were not very  
supportive of Miami as the  
champion. They believed that  
the 1-0-0 South Carolina Gamecocks  
beat Notre Dame,  

Notre Dame fans in September, it  
has been overcome by a loss  

of defeat. Notre Dame’s  
head-to-head results and tim e-  
ding the greatest emphasis on  

varied and inconsistent means  

for ranking teams. One week  
they would award a victory to  

Miami, the next to Notre  

Dame who beat Col-  
orado in the first game of the  
year. Time went on to trace  
head-to-head competition and  
award the title to Notre Dame,  
who beat Virginia, who beat  
Virginia Tech.  

If playing the toughest  

schedule doesn’t count, why not  

play easy schedule?  

That’s not Notre Dame’s  
way,” Holtz said. “The caliber  
of schedule we played day in  
and day out, with teams getting  
their high to play you every single  
time, and one day we don’t  
play our best, and they write  
you off, it’s not right.”

The whole situation brings up  
the issue of a playoff system in  
college football. ESPN an-  
nounced Lee Corso challenged  
Holtz to challenge the Hurri-  
canes to a national-champi-  
onship game at a neutral site.  

“We’d love to play Miami  
again,” Holtz said. “Just like they’d  
have loved to play us last year.”  
Holtz said, and although the  
idea sounded good to him, he  
laughed it away. “I’ll have to  
ask Dick Rosenthal who’ll ask  
Father Beauchamp who’ll take  
it to Father Malloy who’ll bring  
it before the board of trustees,  
then we’ll get you a definite an-  
swer.”

Playoff systems galore have  
been suggested, from the No. 1  
and No. 2 teams playing a post-  
bowl championship to replacing  
the bowl system with a 16-team  
elimination bracket from Dec-  
ember to New Year’s Day. The  
benefit would be a champi-  
onship truly decided on the  

field, the length of the season  
and tradition are opposing  
arguments. The basketball  
post-season has expanded to 64  
teams because no one wanted to  
leave any good teams out. The  
same would be true for football if  
a bracket system were invoked.  

Plus, any team can have a bad  
game at any time. That’s why  
they play the game. Otherwise,  
they would award a victory to  

whoever was ranked higher in  
the polls. As long as the polls  
are the decision makers, the  
national championship will remain  
mythical.

1990 Notre Dame Football Schedule

Sept. 15 MICHIGAN at Michigan State
Sept. 22 PURDUE
Sept. 29 STANFORD
Oct. 6 AIR FORCE
Oct. 13 MIAMI at Pittsburgh
Oct. 20 at Navy
Oct. 27 at Tennessee
Nov. 3 PENN STATE
Nov. 10 at USC
Nov. 24

1989 Notre Dame Football Results

Notre Dame 36, Virginia 13
Notre Dame 24, Michigan 19
Notre Dame 21, Michigan State 13
Notre Dame 40, Purdue 7
Notre Dame 27, Stanford 17
Notre Dame 41, Air Force 27
Notre Dame 28, Southern Cal 24
Notre Dame 45, Pittsburgh 7
Notre Dame 41, Navy 0
Notre Dame 59, Southern Methodist 6
Notre Dame 34, Penn State 23
Miami 27, Notre Dame 20
Miami 21, Colorado 6
**IRISH EXTRA**

**Irish drive Buffs out of Orange Bowl**

**But tail short in title bid**

By THERESA KELLY

Sports Editor

MIAMI - It was the same field, and the two teams were battling for the national championship. But this time the opportunity was different, and Notre Dame wore down the Colorado Buffaloes in the third quarter to convincingly win the 1990 Orange Bowl 21-6.

After the 1989 season, the Notre Dame football coach Lou Holtz pointed out that if the Buffaloes won, they would have been undisputed national champions.

But the Irish (12-1), behind the strength of a second-quarter goal-line stand and a monumental third-quarter beat previously unbeaten Colorado (11-1) to finish with the best records in college football, were going to clinch the national championship, but only by process of elimination.

Ironically, it was a similar third-quarter dominance by the Buffaloes that propelled Miami to the win it needed to secure the national title.

"It feels better than the last time I was here," said Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz.

The Notre Dame defense held Colorado scoreless in the first half, despite several long Buffalo drives. The Buffaloes self-destructed on its second drive as Eric Bieniemy, with open field ahead of him, fumbled on the Notre Dame 19-yard line. Pat Terrell recovered the fumble for the Irish to stop the first threat in the second quarter, the Irish defense stopped Colorado on the five, and kicker Ken Hagan, who was up to the task.

"Our defense on the goal line was just tremendous," Holtz said. "Because their statistics, when they get inside the 20, were rather incredible. They had four different chances in the first half to get on top of us, and we were fortunate to get away with it."

Prior to the Orange Bowl, Colorado had scored on 50 of 57 tries inside the opponent's 20-yard line. The Notre Dame offense turned it up a notch after the Buffaloes were stopped, but a 27-yard field goal attempt by Billy Hackett was blocked by Greg Thomas, and the teams took to the locker rooms at the half in a scoreless tie.

A long halftime show proved beneficial to the Irish, who adjusted their game plan and came out with an offensive rhythm that Colorado was powerless to slow. Holtz, in dramatic fashion, set the stage for the second half.

"At the half, we just went..." Holtz began. "I said how we reacted in the second half would go a long way to determining our approach to success the rest of our life. Whatever they did they were going to have to live with, and it was going to be a formative thing in their attitude towards life."

Whatever it was, it worked, and, if Holtz was right, the Notre Dame players could be assured of happy, successful futures.

"It was just like playing a 30-minute football game from that point on." Holtz said.

The first Irish drive of the third quarter culminated in a two-yard touchdown run by fullback Anthony Johnson, set up by a 27-yard pass from Rice to Tony Smith and a 29-yard run by Johnson. The point after was good by Craig Henrich for a 7-0 Irish lead.

"We felt that's what we had to do," Holtz said. "We have a good offensive line, and we just had to fall into a rhythm. We never really got into a rhythm first half offensively, until late. We got into a very good rhythm that last drive offensively, and we're going to take it to the second half."

The defense held on four plays, and Notre Dame was off again, with Rice's newfound passing success and a 35-yard reverse touchdown run by Orange Bowl MVP Raghib "Rocket" Ismail the key to the Irish victory.

"Rocket" Ismail had a fine game, including a reverse touchdown run. He spent most of the post-game press conference explicitly saying that he had nothing against the Miami football team, because he was wary of the Miami press twisting his remarks into anti-Irish, not pro-Notre Dame, sentiment. He even was critical of the off-field media antics steal spotlight from on-field action

**Off-field media antics steal spotlight from on-field action**

You can't win for winning.

Theresa Kelly Sports Editor

What is a coach supposed to say to his team if he can't tell them how they're going to win? As it turned out, of course, Holtz's words were almost psychically prophetic. The Buffaloes did wear down and become confused in the third quarter, allowing the Irish to take command. Holtz is critical of downplaying the Irish and building up the opposition, which was trashed in the media when he tried to instill confidence in his team.

The pep talk wouldn't have been necessary, except for other media attention. Irish player comments were being twisted and contorted by Buffalo-loving Irish quarterback Tony Rice was quoted as saying that Notre Dame "would bring home a W." Colorado defensive tackle Okland Salavea, in response, said he didn't "think much of Tony Rice as a person."

This is the same Salavea who said, "They ain't going to win. We are. It's a promise." This was reported as a touching tribute to the late Colorado quarterback, Sal Aunese. Rice was not heard questioning Salavea's character after that remark.

Aunese's death was tragic for the Colorado team, and their emotion made great news copy for most of the season. Colorado's grief was there for the public to see every time the Buffs stepped on the field. The sympathy was understandable, but he refused to acknowledge a permanent move to the backfield for his lightning-quick, flier. "Rocket cannot take the pounding for a whole year, but we figured for one game he could."

The Observer / E.G. Bailey
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Notre Dame was the team everyone wanted to beat in 1989. When every game you play is the opponent’s biggest game of the season and the national spotlight shines brightly as you defend a winning streak that reaches into the twenties, there’s pressure on every play.

But from the Kickoff Classic through the Orange Bowl, Notre Dame thrived on pressure. Led by head coach Lou Holtz, they met 11 straight challenges before falling to arch-rival Miami on the Hurricanes’ home turf.

Included in that string were the ACC, Big 10 and Pac 10 champs, and the two best independents in the East. And that doesn’t even count Miami. The Irish played nine bowl teams.
Raghib "Rocket" Ismail led the Irish to victory over Michigan with two kickoff touchdowns, daring any kick to him again. He ran and threw (mostly short) through some of the Michigan defenses, and the backfield performed well, too, with Ismail leading the team with 109 yards rushing. The performance was led by Ned Brown, who threw for 199 yards and led the team with 109 yards rushing. Brown was a key player, completing 23 of 34 passes for 263 yards and a touchdown. The team's performance was solid, and Ismail's performance was key to their victory. Ismail was named the game's Most Valuable Player, and he was the first Irish player to be named MVP in 25 years. Ismail's performance was an indication of the team's strength, and it was a testament to the leadership of Brown and the team's confidence in their ability to win. The team's confidence was evident in their performance, and it was a testament to the team's hard work and dedication. The victory was a huge achievement for the team, and it was a testament to their ability to overcome adversity and come out on top.
By STEVE MARGAREE Associate Sports Editor

MIAMI - Lou Holtz devoted a great deal of time before the 1990 Orange Bowl expressing his concern that Raghib "Rocket" Ismail might not be at full strength for the matchup with Colorado.

Ismail spent the entire game showing Holtz that there was nothing to worry about. Gymnast from Wisconsin the day member for three years and the scoreless game.

one-yard line, Colorado had tried a fake field goal down a 35-yard reverse for a touchdown.

"I thought he was terrific," said Colorado coach Bill Mc­

Greeley, starting at defensive line during the regular season.

Holtz' assistants leave ND for head coaching jobs

Notre Dame's goal-line stand in the second quarter of the 1990 Orange Bowl provided a great deal of time before the 1990 Orange Bowl Classic. After failing to convert a 3rd-and- goal, equivalent in length to an actual safety in the backfield than I would have wanted."

Actually, Holtz had wanted to give the ball to Chad Brown, but he said he got jammed. It looked like a broken play, but it wasn't.

"Colorado, which would have won the national title with a victory, had dominated the game up to that point, but a fumble and a missed field goal kept the scoreless. Irish players realized the tide was pressured by Ridgley before tossing a pitch toward Bielema and fell out of bounds at the three-yard line.

On the next possession, with Notre Dame facing a 3rd-and-15 situation, Ismail got the ball on a reverse and went down the right sideline. Ismail also proved he could get the tough inside yards with his 10 3/4-pound frame. In Notre Dame's game-clinching drive, where the Irish moved 82 yards in almost nine minutes, the Rocket gained 25 yards on five carries.

saying Holtz that there was a great deal of time before the 1990 Orange Bowl Classic. After failing to convert a three-yard field goal, equivalent in length to an actual safety, the Irish held the Buffs from taking the lead in the first half.

"We learned last night," Irish linebacker Ned Bolcar said after the game. "We're very happy for him getting the chance of his lifetime, and we wanted to send him off with a victory."

Ismail helped lead Notre Dame to a 21-6 victory. Ismail also proved he could get the tough inside yards with his 10 3/4-pound frame. In Notre Dame's game-clinching drive, where the Irish moved 82 yards in almost nine minutes, the Rocket gained 25 yards on five carries.

"We planned on playing Ismail at tailback predomi­

nantly," Holtz said. "When 1 found out he might not be able to go, I was obviously upset."

The opening drive finished the tackle at the one-yard line. Ismail also proved he could get the tough inside yards with his 10 3/4-pound frame. In Notre Dame's game-clinching drive, where the Irish moved 82 yards in almost nine minutes, the Rocket gained 25 yards on five carries.

"Lucky for us, they wanted to go, I was obviously upset," said Holtz.

"The block that opened every­

thing up was Tim Grumb­

hard's block. I just took it from there."

"We had a blitz on that, and we thought we had him stopped," said Colorado defensive line­

man Joel Stoel, "but Ismail got the ball and took it down."

Holtz' assistants leave ND for head coaching jobs

Notre Dame's 21-6 victory. Ismail was named the Orange Bowl Most Valuable Player following play.

Ismail said he got jammed. It looked like a broken play, but it wasn't."

"Ismail was outstanding," said Holtz.

After a first half in which no members of the Irish offensive line were in good shape, we saw more of him in the second quarter of the 1990 Orange Bowl Classic.

After failing to convert a three-yard field goal, equivalent in length to an actual safety, the Irish held the Buffs from taking the lead in the first half.
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Know him."

"I got a good lick on him ."

"They had kept the game scoreless."
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**Tunnels, Canes, and many happy returns**

Notre Dame 36, Virginia 13
Kickoff Classic

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Lou Holtz, who often uses boxing analogies to make his points, went on the team train in a Mike Tyson-type performance Thursday night at Giants Stadium.

Scooring touchdowns on each of its first five possessions, Notre Dame opened its national championship defense with a 36-13 Kickoff Classic win over Virginia.

"I don't know if we can play much better than we did in the first 25 minutes," said Holtz.

The Irish dealt their first blow when Todd Lyght intercepted Virginia quarterback Shawn Moore's pass on the third play from scrimmage. Six plays later, Rucker Waters skirted two yards into the end zone untouched. The ensuing extra point gave the Irish a 7-0 lead.

Virginia's biggest threat of the evening came late in the second quarter when the Cavaliers drove to the Notre Dame 20. But the Trojans also made a big mistake in that fateful Notre Dame Stadium tunnel, while both teams were exiting the field at halftime. And that error might have been what propelled the Irish to their seventh consecutive victory over Southern Cal.

Notre Dame 40, Purdue 7

**West Lafayette** - Notre Dame's top-ranked Fighting Irish spent a week hearing people question their teams ability to handle pressure. But the Irish jumped out just about every one of them in a 40-7 rout of the Purdue Boilermakers, a 34-9 victory before letting their reserves get some game experience in the final 30 minutes.

"They're the most talented group I've seen put together in a long time, maybe the best ever," said Purdue coach Fred Akers, who has been a head coach since 1975. "They are clearly the number-one team in the country."
Waiting for the return of days of wine and roses

The rain in winter may start you thinking of death and dy­
ing, so please consider yourself pastorally warned. The associa­
tion of winter wetness with mortality is un­doubtedly very old. When I was a young man I always played tells me, "I'm afraid of the rain. I'm not afraid of death. Where can you find a love for all seasons in this single season of sunless days when the earth's crust has turned soggy, sullen, and spongy from the inconvenient puddles of January?" "At lovers' perjuries/They say,/love laughs," wrote Shakespeare. You should hope that love is tender in his regard for the lovers' perjury that promises love that is stronger than death, which seems well-nigh impossible, unless you happen to have a heart like Joe's.

Hemingway's English nurse tells her lieutenant: "I'll love you in the rain and in the snow and in the hull. I'll love you no matter how it is." He asks, "Why are you afraid of the rain?" She says: "Sometimes I just don't feel like hibernating bears. The winter's rain is full of ghosts that haunt us in the shadow of un­remembered loves that have come and gone like birds vanished from a lonely tree where once the summer sang. Yet loving Joe is gracious. In the heart of the winter of our discontent, he sends lovers their feast day and their presid­ent saint, who keeps our hearts of flesh from turning to ice again after they have thawed once in the fountains. February 14, St. Valentine's, should be pre­pared for with prayer and good works, so that that day of great grace will not find us un­prepared, as Easter does in a year when we have overlooked Lent.

There are a diminishing num­bers shopping days left before young lovers and older lovers trade their hearts in a game like musical chairs. That's why I'm offering you this pastoral hint. If you're in the doldrums, trying to survive, read Donne's sonnet, "Death, Be Not Proud," and then visit Hallmark for the card of your choice for the sweetheart you'd most to take home on a slow boat to China.

You can tell me, if you like, "Terence, this is stupid stuff." But as they say in the land of the midnight sun, it keeps the load in your pencil while you're waiting for the return of the days of wine and roses; when the soft summer rain falls in our lives as gently as the poetry of an Irish blessing.

---

Father Robert Griffin

Letters to a Lonely God

courting the girls, it was an idea that was apt to turn up on a date. At lunch, or on a

mounting squares of pathos from trying to turn him on with pur­

stealing lines from a great war

novel. You couldn't be sure what she thought she was doing when she told you, "I can see myself dead in the rain." Your role was to assure her, "I can keep you safe. I know I can."

She would try to accept your offer, saying, "I'm not afraid of the rain. I'm not afraid of the rain. Oh, God, I wish I wasn't." This fine display of pseudo­

emotion was a cue for you to comfort her in a manly way like the bravest soldier in a danger­

ous world.

Just to let you see what the

movies have come to, one of the women dated by the schlemiel­

character whom Woody Allen always plays tells him, "I'm afraid of the rain because sometimes I see me dead in it." He accuses her on the spot of trying to turn him on with par­

torn pathos from Hemingway's "Farwell." He

thereafter expresses her phoniness as though it were a mortal sin, totally opposed to the new sin­

cerity and unblinking honesty expected in a meaningful rela­tion­ship.

Sexual intimacy, apparently, requires a openness as its cornerstone, since the dating game is now serious business. Whenever it's a drizzly November in his soul, Ishmael tells us in "Moby Dick," he sets out to sea as a substitute for suicide, for, he says, "Water and meditation are forever wedded." Death and rain are also physically intimate. That's why Hollywood loves to show us those gravy­

yad shoes, where the moonwalks and next­
of-kin are hovered together, under a roof of black umbrellas that hang together like an omi­

nous cloud. As I write this, the Notre Dame weather has been rainy and gray for the past several days. The gloom doesn't do much for the climate of your soul, where the doldrums may have set in for the month of January. In London, where

Christmas, the radio sta­tions try to cheer up with a weather song, to help you sur­

vive an overcast sky: "The sun had got its hat on. It's coming out to play ...  " but such silly symphonies don't keep away the thoughts of death and dy­

ing.

My own good advice is that you make your peace with the foul weather as though it were a fair­weather friend. Search the sidewalks to see if the earthworms are out ahead of the early birds that harbing­

er the spring. Or grab an umbrella and put on a raincoat, and go singin' and dancin', Gene Kelly­

style, in the rain.

But don't, whatever else you

matter how it is."

"Why are you afraid of the rain?" She says: "Sometimes I just don't feel like hibernating bears. The winter's rain is full of ghosts that haunt us in the shadow of un­remembered loves that have come and gone like birds vanished from a lonely tree where once the summer sang. Yet loving Joe is gracious. In the heart of the winter of our discontent, he sends lovers their feast day and their presid­ent saint, who keeps our hearts of flesh from turning to ice again after they have thawed once in the fountains. February 14, St. Valentine's, should be pre­pared for with prayer and good works, so that that day of great grace will not find us un­prepared, as Easter does in a year when we have overlooked Lent.

There are a diminishing num­bers shopping days left before young lovers and older lovers trade their hearts in a game like musical chairs. That's why I'm offering you this pastoral hint. If you're in the doldrums, trying to survive, read Donne's sonnet, "Death, Be Not Proud," and then visit Hallmark for the card of your choice for the sweet­heart you'd most to take home on a slow boat to China.

You can tell me, if you like, "Terence, this is stupid stuff." But as they say in the land of the midnight sun, it keeps the load in your pencil while you're waiting for the return of the days of wine and roses; when the soft summer rain falls in our lives as gently as the poetry of an Irish blessing.

---
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Michigan edges Ohio State 90-88

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) — Brian Williams had 14 of his 19 points in the second half Thursday night, leading Michigan (13-1) to a 90-88 Big Ten victory over Ohio State.

It was the third game in six days, all wins, for the Wolverines, who have won their last 13. Ohio State (6-6, 3-4) couldn't keep up after a 73-64 Big Ten victory over Michigan State on Thursday night.

KANSAS CITY 97, Northwestern 75

MINNEAPOLIS—Willie Deane and six Minnesota players in double figures helped 12th-ranked Minnesota beat 11th-ranked Kansas 103-67 Thursday night.

Louisville 109, New Orleans (AP) 76 — LaBradford Smith scored seven points in just under three minutes, leading an early 9-2 surge that gave 10th-ranked Louisville a lead it never relinquished in a 109-96 victory over Tulane on Thursday night.

Indiana 83, Iowa 79

IOWA CITY—Eric Anderson scored 15 points, including two free throws that put Indiana (12-2, 2-0) ahead to stay, and Fat Graham hit a critical 3-pointer in the final minute as the 14th-ranked Hoosiers rallied to beat slumping Iowa 83-79 Thursday night at

Northwestern 97, Michigan State 65

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Ranked Kansas, getting 19 points from Tony Brown, turned up for Saturday's showdown with No. 4 Missouri with a 132-65 victory Thursday night over Illinois State.

Kingsley Mitchell took an 18-0 lead against the Division II Vikings, 11-12 for the biggest winning margin in school history.

Michigan and Minnesota both came away with victories in Big Ten play Thursday night. In action involving West Coast Top 25 teams, Oregon State and Minnesota both came away with victories in Big Ten play Thursday night.

Harper’s injury continues Clippers’ history of misfortune

Between high school and my time coaching at Temple, I’ve been around the game almost 30 years and never seen a knee go out that way before. I don’t keep them in back, thank you. If ever there is something to this stuff — I don’t believe it. I don’t believe in superstition. If we were an organization that had the right kind of luck at all, we never would have made it to the playoffs.

But you wonder why Danny’s knee goes out when we have a chance to lead the league. We had a chance to be 16-12 and Tuesday’s game in Minnesota was won by Danny. It seems the Clippers couldn’t do it. But for Danny it’s a little bit of a hard thing to get over.

As Harper’s play had been to long-distance shooting, he just kind of got tired. And you wondered why Danny shot the three-pointer. We had a chance to be 16-12 and Tuesday’s game in Minnesota was won by Danny. It seems the Clippers couldn’t do it. But for Danny it’s a little bit of a hard thing to get over.

The Clippers have had a winning record since 1978-79, the first season they played in San Diego after a long and very successful stretch in Buffalo as the Braves. In fact, until Harper’s injury in 1986, they hadn’t even come close. And the failure of all those knee, crucial as the may seem in retrospect was no more responsible for the franchise’s woes than the failures of the organization.

Looking at past drafts, it seemed the Clippers couldn’t scout talent, or they got the hang of it, they couldn’t figure out how to keep it. For example, 1981 No. 1 pick Tom Chambers is still playing near the top of his game — but he’s doing it in Phoenix. Cummings, the No. 1 pick in 1982, developed an irregular heartbeat during his stay in San Diego, got traded and is still fighting heartburns against plenty of opponents — though he’s with San Antonio, 1983 No. 1 pick Byron Scott is helping Los Angeles significantly but that would be the Lakers.

For all those reasons and more, it would be hard to underestimate how heartbreaking Harper’s play had been to long suffering Clippers fans. Since he was acquired, the team was 14-14 and Tuesday’s game in San Diego was a chance to pull even in conference play.
Graf advances in Australian Open

MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) — Steffi Graf clunked her head unforced errors Friday in the women's championship, clutched Australia while the women's tennis.

the most powerful forehand in accidentally hitting herself with her head several times after Huber, succumbed to a twisted

"new" Graf, teen-ager Anke Friday, January 19, 1990 The Observer

photo typesetting equipment. We will train. Must be able to work with computers and it pays to do your homework.

Bernard Breninkmeyer at 239-5323 is looking for students interested in the following paid positions:

Typesetters

Must be able to work with computers and photo typesetting equipment. We will train.

For information, call Bernard Breninkmeyer at 239-5323

Before you buy a typewriter, it pays to do your homework.

☐ 2000 Character Memory
☐ 24 Character Display
☐ Insert
☐ Spell-Right* 50,000 Word
Electroic Dictionary
☐ Full-Line Correction
☐ Correcting Cassette
☐ Right Ribbon System
☐ WordFind*
☐ List
☐ WordEraser*

☐ Auto Center/Return
☐ Relocate
☐ Auto Underscore
☐ End of Page Warning
☐ Dual Pitch
☐ Bi-Directional Print
☐ Stop Codes
☐ Memory Battery Back-Up
☐ Bold Print
☐ Forward/Reverse Index
☐ Auto Hall Space

Today's assignment is quite simple. And quite rewarding. Just study the remarkable features of the Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with other typewriters.

After all, how many comparably priced typewriters give you word processing capabilities like Display and Memory, so you can edit, revise and make your work letter perfect. And try and find the Spell-Right* 50,000 word Electronic Dictionary or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on anything but a Smith Corona typewriter.

Though we've packed all these features into a portable that weighs under 14 pounds, we've been able to keep the cost equally lightweight.

The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes buying a typewriter the easiest assignment you'll ever have.

John P. O'Malley
Sales Representative
New Memberships or Transfers
Auto & Property Insurance
AAA-CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB
3022 GRAPE ROAD
INDIAN RIDGE PLAZA
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA 46545
219/277-5790 RES.: 219/288-0980
Please ask for John O'Malley.

Despite a subpar performance, at least for her, Steffi Graf won a come-from-behind match Thursday in the Australian Open. Graf is expected to win the singles title in the first leg of the Grand Slam.

Bo meets President

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bo Schembechler wasn't looking for pitching help for his Detroit Tigers when he dropped by the White House Thursday, but President Bush offered his services anyway.

Schembechler, who recently became the Tigers' president and chief of casting officer after retiring as head football coach at the University of Michigan, paid a 10-minute courtesy call on Bush in the Oval Office.

The president gave Schembechler a White House tie clasp and an autographed picture of Bush throwing out the first ball for a major-league game.

"To Bo Schembechler with great pride in your phenomenal record in football!" Bush's inscription read. "Now in your new work, can you use an old lefty.

Schembechler didn't accept the offer.

"He doesn't have a real high leg kick," he said, showing the picture to reporters after the visit.

A White House spokeswoman said Bush invited Schembechler to Washington because Schembechler, who also was Michigan's athletic director, missed the basketball team's White House visit last spring after winning the national championship.

The University of Michigan Alumni Club of Washington arranged a luncheon for Schembechler after learning of the invitation. About 125 people attended. Afterward, Schembechler went to the White House.

Joining him in the Oval Office were his wife, Millie; Tom Butts, the university's government relations director; in Washington and Sue Richard, director of the alumni club.

"It was great," Schembechler said. "We talked a little football, a little baseball.

Did they discuss Michigan's loss in the Jan. 1 Rose Bowl? "Absolutely not," Schembechler said. "He didn't bring it up, and you can bet I wasn't going to bring it up." The mood was light, as the president joked that he and his wife had named the famous White House dog, Millie, after Mrs. Schembechler.

We need someone with the confidence of a surgeon, the dedication of a marathoner and the courage of an explorer.
Tigers continued from page 16
talented. You just have to force
them into negative streaks.
This will be the last of a six-
game roadtrip for the Irish, who will have taken them
more than 7,000 miles around
the country. Notre Dame is 3-2
on the trip, with wins over
Southern California, Boston
College and Rutgers and losses
to Creighton and La Salle. The
Irish will play at home
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. against
Southern California.

Irish continued from page 16
successive buckets in the first
several minutes after intermis-
tion. "Karen Robinson is probably
the best guard in the conference
and one of the best I've seen," said
Marquette coach Sister
Maria Pares. "She's quick, she's
heady, and she hit the shots
when they needed them."

"His making great strides,
and he's starting to come
around," Phelps said.
Ellis is joined in double fig-
tures by Keith Robinson at 16.2
points per game and Joe
Frederick at 13.2.

Courtney Romeiser and drove
the length of the floor for a
layup, drawing a foul in the
process. By converting the foul
shot, Davis gave the Irish a
comfortable 13-point cushion
which they never relinquished.

The game's grinding pace
tended for Warrior point guard
Fredrick at 13.2.

Ellis is joined in double fig-
tures by Keith Robinson at 16.2
points per game and Joe
Frederick at 13.2.

Good things don't always come in
small packages. . .
**Sports Briefs**

NVA has announced several upcoming deadlines. Interhall men's and women's doubles racquetball, teams racquetball and co-rec volleyball will have a Jan. 24 deadline. Sign up at the NVA office. Aerobics will begin Jan. 24 and 25.

Cross country ski clinic for beginners will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 21 at Burke Memorial Golf Course. The cost is $4 with equipment rental available for $2. Deadline is 4 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 21 at Burke Memorial Golf Course. The men's and co-rec volleyball will have a Jan. 24 deadline. Sign up at Friday, Jan. 19. Sign up in NVA office.

**Basketball**

Bookstore Basketball will hold a meeting for those interested in being the commissioner at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Notre Dame room of Lafortune. Call 234-9716 for more information.

Irish outdoors will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 30 at Theodore's. Plans for the upcoming ski trip will be discussed. Call 271-9901 for more information.

**Hapkido Club**

Hapkido Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday and 8 p.m. Thursday in room 219 of Rockne Gym. Call 234-9716 for more information. Beginners are welcome.

**ND tennis to meet Georgia, SMU**

By BOB MITCHELL

Sports Writer

For the most elite collegiate tennis teams, the early part of the season is comprised of "warm-up" matches and tune-ups for conference play. For the Notre Dame men's tennis team, the first weekend on the schedule is anything but a formality. The Irish open their 1990 spring season today in Chicago's Midtown Tennis Club for the American Airlines Classic. Notre Dame faces the second-ranked Georgia Bulldogs today at 1 p.m. and the very talented Mustangs of Southern Methodist University at 2 p.m. Saturday.

"These two matches in the American Airlines Classic give us a great opportunity to play national teams and not have to travel far from school," said Irish coach Bob Bayliss. Georgia and SMU are two of the five schools that dominate collegiate tennis during the 1980's.

In the early part of the 1988-89 season, the Irish traveled to the West Virginia Quadrangular and knocked off traditionally strong North Carolina. This victory carried SMU's tennis team to new heights and established them at the national level. Bayliss and company are hoping this weekend will take the program one step further.

**Sports Briefs**

**Kidder, Peabody**

Will Be on Campus

University of Notre Dame

Monday, January 22, 1990

Upper Lounge

University Club

Presentation Beginning at 7:00pm

Reception to Follow

Second Year MBA Students Interested in Investment Sales

Kidder, Peabody & Co. is a full-service investment banking and brokerage firm. We are a member of the prestigious General Electric organization—which gives us a measure of stability not enjoyed by many of our competitors.

We have openings on our National Sales team for Investment Sales Associates.

If you are an entrepreneur with analytical and sales ability, business savvy, people skills and sales acumen—we can offer you:

- a chance to make a long-term career commitment to a quality firm
- a new state of the art Investment Sales Training Program—the most extensive and sophisticated in the business
- a superior compensation package that includes a competitive base and incentives

Positions exist throughout our 40 branch national network.

We cordially invite you to attend our presentation and reception. We are eager to discuss what we think you can bring to the firm...and what you can expect in return.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Kidder, Peabody
ND hockey goes 4-4 during injury-plagued road stretch

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team weathered both insult and injury to post a 4-4 record on a midwinter road swing over Christmas break.

The insult, courtesy of an overzealous goal judge at Cadet Ice Arena, gave Air Force a 4-3 overtime victory over the Irish on Jan. 3. The goal judge flashed the red light to signal a goal and sudden death for the Irish even though it appeared that goalie Lance Madson had smothered a shot by Mike Veneri of the Falcons before it reached the goal frame.

Referee Mark Randolph conferred with the goal judge, and although Notre Dame coach Ike Schafer and his players stormed the ice to protest, the game was over, and the Falcons had earned a split of their two-game series with the Irish. Notre Dame had won the previous night by a 4-2 score, but the second game was the one which concerned Schafer.

"The videotape clearly shows that (Veneri's shot) was not a goal," argued a disappointed Schafer. "It was just very unfortunate that we lost like this." By JANICE ARCHER
Sports Writer

Swimmers adjust after Florida trip

The Notre Dame men's and women's swim teams are returned from an intense training trip in Florida to mixed results in meets last week against Northwestern and Ball State.

Notre Dame men, who began a challenging stretch in their schedule with a meet today at Northern Illinois.

The ten-day trip took the teams to the luxurious International Fitness Center in Orlando and to Mission Bay in Boca Raton. Notre Dame was one of 66 college teams from across the nation at work in the center's state-of-the-art outdoor facilities, providing an atmosphere of constant training.

"We gained so much from being there," said Irish coach Tim Welsh.

The Irish spent four to five hours a day practicing, but the teams still found time for trips to Disney World and Sea World.

The Irish traveled to Northwestern on Jan. 12 for a tri-meet against their hosts and Creighton University.

The men's team won their meet, with a victory in the 400-yard medley relay by the talented team of Whowell, Tom Penn, Ed Broderick and Bill Jackoboice. The women came out with a split decision by defeating Creighton and falling to Northwestern.

"I'm very pleased with the way we swam," said Welsh. "This meet was a test to see if we could get back into the racing frame after such a long, intensive period of training. The meet against Northwesterns is a great one for our schedule, and I hope to keep the series going."

The difficulties in making the transition from a training period to a racing one became more apparent in the next day's meet with Ball State. The meet suffered their first loss of the season, falling 134-105. The women fared no better, losing 182-111, but seeing excellent performances from talented freshmen Tanya Williams.

Williams turned in double successes over and over again, and it was a day when Irish victories in the 200-yard individual medley and the 200-yard butterfly, setting a new pool record.

"The wheels fell of the cart for that day," said Welsh. "To their credit, Ball State was very well prepared for us, and it was clear that our swimmers were fatigued after the long trip."

The Irish have been emphasizing fundamentals such as technique and turns during this week of transition. Beginning today with an away meet in Northern Illinois, the teams face a grueling schedule against strong opponents.

Because final exams ended late this year, there were no alternatives to ending the season with many meets scheduled into the year. Upcoming opponents include Cleveland State and St. Bonaventure.

The Irish have been spreading faster than wildfire through the 1989-90 season. Since winning their first game against Air Force and Arizona before a 9-1 loss to the Bulldogs was the only consolation for the Irish in victory in the 400-yard medley relay, setting a new pool record.

Tom Miniscalo,

"good," says Schafer.

Schafer then took his team to Air Force and Arizona before Tom Miniscalo good.," says Schafer.

Schafer then took his team to Air Force and Arizona before MD at Kent State, Ohio State, Minnesota-Duluth, Ohio State and St. Bonaventure.

Gregoire is out for the season.
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**CAMPUS**

Friday, January 19

4:30 p.m. Lecture, "Computational Aspects of Commutative Algebra," by Professor Lorenzo Robbiano, University of Genoa and Visiting at Queens University. Room 226 Math Building. Coffee in Room 201 at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the Department of Mathematics.

4:30 p.m. Viola Recital. By Victoria Chiang, assistant professor of music at Notre Dame. Annenberg Auditorium. Sponsored by the Department of Music.


**MENUS**

Notre Dame

Cheeseburgers
Veal Marengo
Hot Turkey Sandwich

**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

CALVIN AND HOBBES
BILL WATTERSON

**THE FAR SIDE**

GARY LARSON

**CROSSWORD**

ACROSS
1 Screwwriter
Lehman's Family

33 Before to the
Bard

2 Screwtaper

34 Team

25 Group of lions

35 Faster

26 Bridge builders

36 "Yes, but--"

28 Old-fashioned

37 "Yes--"

50 Pocket billiards

38 Tennis

61 "Who's Afraid
"  of

39 Suffix with hero

62 Some exams

40 He's a W.W. II

63 Having wings

41 He's a W.W. II

64 Fourth of

42 Command

65 Chores

43 Cope

66 Levitate

44 Oregon

67 Sparks and

45 Oregon

68 Brittle

46 Oregon

69 Brittle

47 Oregon

70 Hibernation

DOWN
1 Map of a city

2 Luxuriant

3 Cured molding

4 Annoyed

5 Cloth

6 Ben, Sue or

36 Chamomile

7 Like a picabia

37 Lake center

8 Kon-Tik Museum

38 Insulin

9 "Canterbury
tales"

39 Oat

10 Fat

40 Microwaves

11 Shouts

41 "Is it--"  "Wait"

12 Hibernation

42 "South Pacific'

13 Sauce made

43 "You Pay Us"

from herrings

44 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

14 From herrings

45 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

15 "You Pay Us"

46 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

16 "South Pacific'

47 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

17 Hibernation

48 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

18 Oregon

49 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

19 Oregon

50 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"

20 Oregon

51 "Bel Bist"  "Pig"


**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**


**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

CALVIN AND HOBBES
JAY HOSLER

**THE FAR SIDE**

GARY LARSON

**SPELUNKER**

JAY HOSLER

**"First of all, Mr. Hawkins, let's put the gun down . . . I would guess it's an itchy trigger finger, but I want to take a closer look."

**"Oh my God, Bernie! You're wearing my nylon?"

**Scientific meat markets.**

**The heart of the jungle now well behind them, the three intrepid explorers entered the spleen.**

© 1990 Universal Press Syndicate
Irish run past MCC foe Marquette

By FRANK PASTOR
Assistant Sports Editor

For a team short on bench support, the Notre Dame women's basketball squad overcame an uphill battle against Marquette. The Irish scored 22 points and placed the transition game during the 33 minutes of play to lead three Irish scorers in double figures.

Point guard Karen Robinson scored 22 points and paced the transition game during the 33 minutes of play to lead three Irish scorers in double figures. Forwards Margaret Nowlin and Krisi Davis were the main beneficiaries of Robinson's creative passes off the fast break, scoring 20 and 18 points, respectively.

Notre Dame jumped out to an 11-4 lead in the game's first three minutes, following a 7-0 run capped by Nowlin's layup off a feed from Robinson.

After fighting back to within three points, Marquette (3-10, 2-2 in MCC) suddenly developed a propensity to turn over the ball midway through the half, and the Irish transition game took over, staking Notre Dame to a 23-14 lead.

The Warriors, aided in large part by Notre Dame's failure to convert on inside shots, rallied toward the end of the half to narrow the margin to 31-27, necessitating a change of strategy for the Irish.

"We were getting the break, but we weren't capitalizing on it," said Robinson.

"I told Karen to shoot the free-throw jumper in the second half if they were giving it to her," said McGraw. "She was overdribbling and looking a little too much for the post players in the first half."

Robinson immediately took the message to heart, sinking 10 of 12 free throws in the final minutes.

"I think we ran a little bit slower on defense in a hurry. When we have to run we'll get a bunch of points," said Darnell. "They're big, strong and tough."

"Speed is the one thing that you just can't counter," said Darnell.

ND selects defensive coordinator

By KEN TYSIAC
Sports Writer

Former Florida interim head coach and defensive coordinator Gary Darnell was named to succeed Barry Alvarez as defensive coordinator of the Notre Dame football team Thursday.

Darnell served as head coach of the Gators this past season after Galen Hall resigned on Oct. 31 in the wake of an NCAA investigation. Darnell guided the Gators to a 3-4 record and before being replaced by Steve Spurrier on a permanent basis.

Florida finished the season at 7-5 after a loss to Washington in the Freedom Bowl.

"When you come to Notre Dame, number one, it's a great honor, and number two, it's a great responsibility," Darnell said. "We take the field, people expect to see the pinnacle of collegiate preparation and the very best that can be done."

In my collegiate experience, after twenty-one years of coaching, this is something I really need to do right now," he continued. "There's a degree of integrity I had to maintain along the way to warrant the invitation to even be here."

Darnell worked as Florida's defensive coordinator in 1988 and 1989, and he took over the head coaching job. The Gators ranked third nationally in total defense each of those years.

Darnell's Florida teams used the same basic defensive alignment that the Irish have used under Alvarez, who left Notre Dame after the Orange Bowl to become the head coach at Wisconsin. It is likely that under Darnell the Notre Dame defense will continue to employ the "Eagle" defense, which features a three-man line, a rush end, a drop end, two middle linebackers and four defensive backs.

Darnell also happens to agree with Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz' assertion that speed is the most important physical asset to a team on the football field.

"As a defensive team, you can defend anything the offense does except speed, and offensively you can block anything they put up in front of you except speed," said Darnell.

"The one thing that's pretty obvious is that Notre Dame had better be the very best they can be because they play next year," he said.

Darnell's hiring fills one of three vacancies on the Irish staff. Notre Dame also must replace former running back coach Jim Strong, who accepted the head coaching spot at DePaul, and former defensive line coach John Palermo, who has signed on as head coach at Austin Peay.

By FRANK PASTOR
Assistant Sports Editor

Notre Dame football team.

Photo courtesy LSU Sports Information Office

One of the most-talented college football players since Pastel Pete Maravich up it by the Bayou, Chris Jackson is coming off an All-America season. This year, Jackson shares the spotlight at LSU with a pair of inside scoring threats - Shaquille O'Neal and Stanley Roberts.
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"When you come to Notre Dame, number one, it's a great honor, and number two, it's a great responsibility," Darnell said. "We take the field, people expect to see the pinnacle of collegiate preparation and the very best that can be done."

In my collegiate experience, after twenty-one years of coaching, this is something I really need to do right now," he continued. "There's a degree of integrity I had to maintain along the way to warrant the invitation to even be here."

Darnell worked as Florida's defensive coordinator in 1988 and 1989, and he took over the head coaching job. The Gators ranked third nationally in total defense each of those years.

Darnell's Florida teams used the same basic defensive alignment that the Irish have used under Alvarez, who left Notre Dame after the Orange Bowl to become the head coach at Wisconsin. It is likely that under Darnell the Notre Dame defense will continue to employ the "Eagle" defense, which features a three-man line, a rush end, a drop end, two middle linebackers and four defensive backs.

Darnell also happens to agree with Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz' assertion that speed is the most important physical asset to a team on the football field.

"As a defensive team, you can defend anything the offense does except speed, and offensively you can block anything they put up in front of you except speed," said Darnell.

"The one thing that's pretty obvious is that Notre Dame had better be the very best they can be because they play next year," he said.

Darnell's hiring fills one of three vacancies on the Irish staff. Notre Dame also must replace former running back coach Jim Strong, who accepted the head coaching spot at DePaul, and former defensive line coach John Palermo, who has signed on as head coach at Austin Peay.